
BRING COMFORT TO YOUR ROOM



Sleep Better 
Feel Better

In today's fast-paced world, a good night's sleep is more important
than ever. 

Letto adjustable bed offers a solution for individuals who find lying flat
on a traditional bed uncomfortable or experience discomfort in certain
positions. Letto adjustable beds are available with dual-adjustable
feature allowing each side of the bed to be customized independently.

www.letto.com.au
Visit Our Website

Letto is the Italian
word for bed. Learn More

https://letto.com.au/


Are you ready to
improve your sleep?

Letto adjustable beds offer a
myriad of benefits making it
the best option for anyone
seeking an enhanced sleep
experience and improved
overall well-being.

Recommended for both side
and back sleepers and to any
person suffering from chronic
back pain, snoring and sleep
apnea.

Heartburn & Acid Reflux
When stomach acid travels back up

into the esophagus, it can cause serious
discomfort. And that discomfort may

worsen when you are lying flat. Resting
with an elevated upper body may help

control some symptoms associated
with acid reflux and heartburn. 

Back Pain
Get much-needed relief for your

back with a seating position trusted
for space travel. Zero-G mimics the
neutral posture your body naturally
assumes when the pull of gravity is
removed. With the extra pressure

taken off of your muscles and discs,
your sore back can finally relax.

Joint Pain & Arthritis
By adjusting Letto’s incline setting
with the wireless remote, you can

slip in or out of your bed more easily.
Letto Sleep+ takes pressure off your
aching joints as you gently transition
from lying flat to sitting upright. The
adjustable legs also let you set your

bed to the perfect height for you.

Sore Muscles
Aching muscles are the perfect reason to

take advantage of Letto Sleep+ active
massage features. Choose from three

incremental settings, from gentle hum to
active rumble. Both the upper and lower

body massage functions can be used at the
same time, even on different settings.

Snoring & Sleep Apn ea
Depending on the cause of your

snoring, elevating your head just a
few inches may be enough to assist

in re-opening airways to reduce
instances of snoring  and sleep

apnea

Swelling & Inflammation
Raising your legs above the level of
your heart can help minimize lower-

body swelling and speed up
recovery. Gravity is on your side as
blood flow increases away for your

sore limbs, supporting overall
circulation.

Benefits & Advantages



Multi-Function Massage
Letto’s multi-function

massage can help alleviate
stress, muscle tension, reduce
soreness, improve circulation
and provide temporary relief

from aches and pains

Guaranteed Comfort at
Unbeatable Prices
 
With Letto adjustable beds
everything is included. 

By including a wide range of
features, we aim to provide a
comprehensive and efficient
solution for all users.

When you choose Letto, you’re
choosing affordability without
compromising on quality.
Experience the benefits of our
cost-effective approach and
discover the perfect adjustable
bed solution for your needs.

Controlled Comfort
Letto’s independent head

and foot controls let you get
as comfortable as you want
in bed, with three levels of
massage to relax you even

further

Zero Gravity
Zero gravity position is

designed to distribute the
body’s weight evenly and

elevate your legs above the
heart level, reducing muscles

pain and improving blood
circulation

Anti-Snoring Position
Sleeping with your head

slightly elevated can help
keep the airway more open

and decrease the chances of
snoring, sleep apnea and

chronic acid reflux

Seamless Integration
Letto’s modern design can
look great in your bedroom,
either on its own or within a
bed frame. Leg extenders
help you adjust it to the

height you need it

Adjustable Legs
Letto’s legs allow you to
personalize the height of

your bed according to your
comfort preferences (10cm,

20cm, 30cm, 40cm)

4 Built-In USB Ports
Letto offers two USB

charging ports on each side
of the bed, allowing you to
keep your devices within
reach while you sleep and
conveniently charge them

overnight.

Fold-up Design
Letto beds can quickly

unfold and set up without
the need for additional tools
or complicated instructions

Standard Features



Head Adjustment 0° to 70° 
Leg Adjustment 0° to 35° 
Wireless Remote Control
Under Bed Light 
Built-in Battery Backup
Memory Function
Full Body Massage Function
USB Charging Ports
Zero Gravity Position
Anti Snoring Position
TV Position
Lounge Position
Flat Position
Coffee Fabric
SWL 330kg
10 Year Limited Warranty

Long Single
92x203cm

King Single
107x203cm

Split Queen
153x203cm

Split Super King
214x203cm 

Split King
184x203cm

Letto Size Guide

Specifications

Half Queen
76x203cm

Simply connect both split bases to one remote to operate simultaneously (Queen, King, Super King).



Fold-up Design
Letto beds can quickly unfold
and set up without the need

for additional tools or
complicated instructions

Not too soft, not too firm. Just
right. Letto mattress is designed
for ultimate customization,
allowing you to easily switch
between medium-firm and
medium-soft firmness levels,
which are the firmness of choice
for most Australians.

Letto’s is 25cm deep and crafted
with cooling gel memory foam
providing body support, comfort
and cooler sleep experience. The
removable, washable cover
ensures your mattress stays fresh
and remains free of dirt, sweat,
and stains.

Australian Owned
Australian owned businesses

play a vital role in the local
community and economy

creating jobs and providing
income for residents

Exceptional Support
We are dedicated to
providing exceptional

customer service and we are
here to assist you every step

of the way

Extensive Warranty
Each adjustable bed frame is
backed by an limited 10 year
warranty for lasting peace of

mind

We are here to assist you

Letto Mattress 
Firmness Level

Visit Our Website
www.letto.com.au

Learn More

https://letto.com.au/

